
How to Cast Using an Investment Mold 
 
If you have plastic or wax objects that you want to use as the mold directly, skip to (creating 
wax tree) section. Otherwise, if you have an object is something that you want to keep intact, 
or is made of a material with a high melting temperature (eg metallic), move to the (injection 
wax) section. 

INJECTION WAX INSTRUCTIONS: 
Using the wax injector, you can very easily melt down wax, pressurize the container, and inject 
molten wax into a silicone, aluminum, or other mold to create a wax positive of your object to 
attach to the wax tree. Creating a mold can be done using any object and some silicon. Here are 
the steps 

1. Grab your mold. Depending on the material, spray in some silicon release lubricant. 
Figure out a way to clamp it shut so there is no way in or out other than the injection 
hole. 

2. Check how much wax is in the wax chamber by carefully unscrewing the clamps and 
sliding the top off. If it needs more, just throw any mixture of wax into it. When you 
screw it back on, make sure the washer is above the top plate, not below it.  

3. Turn on the wax chamber to melt the wax. It shouldn’t take too long to get some of it 
molten. Give it 5-10 minutes. 

4. Attach the air hose to the orange nozzle inside the fume hood and turn on the orange 
air knob until the pressure gauge on top of the chamber reads some pressure, say 

  
5. Put on the wax covered work gloves and push your mold’s injection hole into the front 

nozzle on the wax chamber. You will hear/feel/see it come out once you apply pressure. 
Take your object off once wax starts to leak out the front. Don’t worry about getting 
wax on things when it splatters. It comes off most things well, including clothes [to a 
degree]. 

6. Set your mold aside for a while to allow it to cool. Depending on the thickness of your 
part, it can take up to 30 minutes to cool, or just three. You’ll find out soon enough. 
Water submersion works very well for materials with high heat conductivity. 

7. Crack open the mold to check out your wax part. Chances are it’s either rad or incorrect. 
8. Wash, rinse, repeat. 

 
WAX TREE SECTION: 
Materials Needed: the object(s) you want to cast, wax tree, sticky wax, perforated flask, plastic 
base, rubber circular grip 



 

 
                                          

 
1. Depending on the size of the object you want to cast, choose a suitable size perforated 

flask and a matching size rubber circular grip. 
2. Obtain a wax tree. If the wax tree is too long for your flask, cut it. 
3. Place the plastic base through the rubber circular grip and screw the tree on.  
4. Using an alcohol lamp, heat the sticky wax, and use to secure your object(s) on the wax 

tree. (Note: This wax tree with the attached components is the shape that your cast 
piece will take, so do not create much surface contact between the tree and your 
objects). 

5. You can attach multiple samples to the same tree, but do not let the different parts 
touch each other.  

6. Place the chosen perforated flask onto the rubber grip. It should be a tight fit.  
7. Ensure that there is enough space between the flask and the wax tree (and parts) on all 

sides. 
8. Heat shrink the transparent (plastic?) sheet around the sides of the flask, so it is well 

sealed. The top (with the cross) should remain open.  
 

MAKING THE INVESTMENT MATERIAL and DEWAXING MOLD: 
9. Refer to Appendix A (Application Instructions: UltraVest) to make investment material 

for your mold and de-wax it afterwards in the furnace*. 
 

*Note: the Furnace time and schedule is dependent on the size of your flask, so ensure that you 
choose the right program. 
 

ABOUT AN HOUR BEFORE CASTING: 
10. Heat/melt metal in graphite crucibles to the casting temperature (specific to your 

metal/alloy). 
 

Wax Tree 
(after Step 3) 

Rubber Circular Grip         Plastic Base Perforated Flask 



CASTING: 
Safety: Make sure you are wearing the safety shield helmet, blue coat, thick gloves (make sure 
these are NOT wet, and don’t get wet), full pants, and closed-toed shoes.  

11. Set up casting cart near a fume hood. Have a sand box close by. 
12. If you plan to quench your material, keep a bucket of water nearby. 
13. Turn on vacuum mode on casting cart 
14. Bring perforated flask out of furnace using tongs. Place into the vacuum casting machine 

with the appropriately sized grip (for your flask) in place. 
15.  Pour metal (from crucible) into perforated flask using tongs to hold the crucible. While 

pouring the metal, ensure that the mouth of the crucible is well over the perforated 
flask so it does not spill outside. 

16. Place empty crucible in the sand bath. Place the hot tongs in the sand bath as well. 
17. When the metal solidifies (you’ll be able to see a change in the substance from the hole 

on top), remove the flask from the cart. 
18. If not quenching, skip to step 21.  
19. place perforated flask (using tongs) into the bucket of water. Place gently. 
20. Leave inside for 2-3 minutes. Then using your hands (rubber gloved), clean out the 

perforated flask and remove your casted piece. SHAKE IT! 
21. Otherwise, if cooling slowly, place in sandbox. After it has cooled, clean out perforated 

flask and removed casted piece. 
  
Your piece is made! Now, cut, grind and polish it.  
 



Appendix A
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